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STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Remaking 
history
E 

ach historical theater is a physical 
record of its time, place and use. 
Each has its own challenges, with 
distinctive materials, features and 
spaces, all tied to the building’s 

historical and cultural significance. Serapid has 
had the honor of working with award-winning 
architects and consultants on some of the most 
distinguished venues in the world. Modern 
audiences have high technical expectations, and 
the task of blending state-of-the-art technologies 
with old aesthetics is challenging, but is ultimately 
a source of pride for those involved.  

A respectful renovation
French author Stendahl described Naples’ Teatro 
di San Carlo as “the most beautiful theater in the 
world” after attending a performance in 1817. 
The San Carlo Opera House, a five-level, lavishly 
decorated horseshoe of boxes, was the largest 
opera house in the world when it opened in 1737, 
and is the oldest in continuous use in Europe. In 
2008, the Campania regional government funded 
a US$85m renovation, headed up by architect 
Elisabetta Fabbri, to include the introduction of 
modern stage technology. Serapid’s reputation for 
its work in historic venues made it the top choice 
to bring San Carlo to state-of-the-art levels. 

To modernize without changing the pitch of 
the original stage, five moveable synchronized 
bridges were built to allow level and inclination 
variations ranging from 0-10% of the whole area. 
These bridges were installed in the center area,  
parallel to the proscenium line. To free up the  
ground area for movement of scenic equipment, 
the typical Serapid LinkLift installation was turned 
upside down – the LinkLift columns push down 

from the understage instead of pushing up from 
the pit floor. This configuration can also be used 
in venues that have issues with water entering 
the pit. 

Serapid’s stage equipment was designed, 
manufactured and installed in just months, 
and was produced in full compliance with the 
new Italian technical standards for building 
construction (NTC 2008) with a verification  
of the structures against seismic loadings. The 
San Carlo reopened on January 27, 2010.

Rebuilt to last
Built in just 40 days during 1827, and designed  
to last only seven years, the Kamennoostrovsky 

Above: The typical installation 
of Serapid’s LinkLifts was 
turned upside down at the San 
Carlo Opera House in Naples 

Main: The interior of the San 
Carlo Opera House following 
the major restoration project

Right: The original 18th century 
plans for the opera house

Installation of the latest technologies must be expertly  
carried out to preserve the integrity of historic venues
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Theatre’s neo-classical wooden structure has 
instead outlasted all other wooden theaters in 
Russia. The Kamennoostrovsky is situated on 
Kammeny, a picturesque isle in St Petersburg’s 
Neva delta – the island and its buildings, along 
with the historic center of St Petersburg, 
constitute a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Major renovations were required to bring 
the functionality of this 300-seat theater up to 
modern standards. To relocate the technical 
equipment and to allow for more modern 
technology without altering the historical 
features, a two-level underground space was 
developed. The second level accommodates stage 
property, actors’ rooms and cloakrooms, while 

the first level provides space for the building’s 
engineering and utilities. At ground level, the 
existing space underwent a total renovation, 
including a complex stage lift system, produced 
by Serapid.

The stage was designed as a flexible venue, 
to serve as auditorium, performance space or 
concert hall. TDM Stage Equipment, working 
with ACR as an integrator, selected Serapid to 
provide the stage motion equipment. Serapid 
designed a LinkLift system that involves 13 
independently operating stage platforms 
equipped with double scissors and intermediate 
frame. This gives an excellent lateral stability of 
the platforms relative to each other, whatever the 
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Above left: A cutaway view  
of the renovation project for  
the Kamennoostrovsky Theatre

Above right: The independently 
operating Serapid platforms  
at the Kamennoostrovsky

Below left: An exterior view 
of the Paramount in Cedar 
Rapids. Image: The Gazette, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 2017

Below right: The interior of The 
Paramount after restoration
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position. Crossing or passing of the platforms 
with each other is quite possible at 300mm/s 
(59ft/min), regardless of the load position.  
An added benefit is a low noise level.

The renovation, including the excavation 
and soil stabilization for the underground 
space, was accomplished in six years. The 
Kamennoostrovsky won the 2010 gold medal 
of Denkmal – Europe’s leading trade fair for 
conservation, restoration and old building 
renovation – for Outstanding Achievements in 
Heritage Conservation. The Kamennoostrovsky 
Theatre reopened in 2012.

Sound structure
The Paramount, originally known as the Capitol 
Theatre, was built in 1928 during the last days of 
Vaudeville. The theater was built for both cinema 
and live performance, and possessed a ‘Mighty 
Wurlitzer’ organ to create the soundtrack for 
silent films. 

In December 1975, the aging building was 
gifted to the city of Cedar Rapids in Iowa, and 
within five months the application for historic 
status was submitted and quickly approved. 
Soon after, the theater underwent a restoration 
project to return the structure to its original 
state. In 2003, a renovation that included major 
modernizations to the building infrastructure, 
as well as an increase in seating capacity, was 
completed. In June of 2008, a record-breaking 
city-wide flood devastated the community. 

More than 8ft of flood water entered the theater, 
causing severe damage to the interior and leaving 
the Wurlitzer a near-total loss. 

Despite the damage from the flood, the 
building’s structure was still sound. The flood 
event evolved into an opportunity to integrate 
upgrades and improvements that were required 
to bring the venue up to current technical 
theatrical standards. As part of this restoration 
project, Serapid designed an organ lift and an 
orchestra lift. The orchestra lift is comprised of 
three LinkLift 80 columns, guided by captured 
rail guides, capable of lifting a dynamic load of 
18,700 lb with speeds up to 5ft/min, and operated 
by a handheld pendant controller. The stage 
platform is 30ft wide and 9ft deep, for a total 
surface area of 220ft2.

With remarkable luck, a Wurlitzer organ that 
was numbered next in production to the organ 
in the theater was found in a private collection. 
Parts of both instruments were combined and the 
restored Wurlitzer was readied for placement on 
the Serapid organ lift. The organ lift is comprised 
of three LinkLift 50 columns, with a surface area 
of 80ft2 and a dynamic load capacity of 7,200 lb. 
The organ lift can be used separately, and when 
used together the two lifts create a complete 
proscenium lift system. The theater officially 
reopened in October 2012.

Specialist expertise
The Serapid Group is a global leader in stage 
movement technology for both new theater 
construction and historic venues, specializing  
in orchestra lifts, stage lifts, auditoria, get-ins and 
scenery movement systems. Serapid products are 
made with Rigid Chain, a unique linear motion 
product that provides steady, precise movement. 
Each system is designed by Serapid’s creative 
engineering team for the specific venue, in 
response to the unique demands of the space. n

www.serapid.com
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SOLUTIONS FOR THEATRE

STAGE AND ORCHESTRA LIFTS - MULTI-PURPOSE VENUES - TELESCOPIC MASTS

SERAPID lifts - the most robust stage lift systems available.
SERAPID stage lifts feature the patented LinkLift column, made with Rigid Chain Technology. 
Our systems can be found worldwide in:

Performing Arts Centers
Convention Centers
Historical Theatres
Concert Halls
High Schools and Universities
Cruise Ships

Introducing our newest products:
The QSX venue transformation system, a fast and fully automated system that transitions from 
flat floor to variable raked rows of seats for either straight or curved rows.
 
The TeleMast, a fully automated lift for lights, cameras and sound equipment. Features: Heavy 
load capacity, precision movement, easy programming, lightweight and completely portable.

THE ART OF MOTION
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